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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a novel hybrid model architecture
for speech recognition and investigate its noise robustness on
the Aurora 2 database. Our model is composed of a bidirec-
tional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) recurrent neural net
exploiting long-range context information for phoneme predic-
tion and a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) for decoding.
The DBN is able to learn pronunciation variants as well as typ-
ical phoneme confusions of the BLSTM predictor in order to
compensate signal disturbances. Unlike conventional Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) systems, the proposed architecture is
not based on Gaussian mixture modeling. Even without any
feature enhancement, our BLSTM-DBN system outperforms a
baseline HMM recognizer by up to 18 %.
Index Terms: Long Short-Term Memory, Recurrent Neural
Networks, Speech Recognition, Noise Robustness, Dynamic
Bayesian Networks
1. Introduction
Enhancing the noise robustness of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems is still an active area of research since back-
ground noise is known to heavily downgrade the performance
of ASR. In recent years, many techniques and strategies have
been proposed in order to improve noise robustness [1], whereas
most innovations can be found in the areas of speech signal
preprocessing [2], feature enhancement [3], and speech mod-
eling [4]. This paper focuses on the latter domain by proposing
a novel model architecture for noise robust speech recognition
that strongly deviates from the common Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) approach.
Our recognition system is based on recent advances in con-
text modeling via recurrent neural networks (RNN) [5] and
graphical models for ASR applications [6]. We introduce a
hybrid model architecture, composed of a bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) recurrent neural net and a Dy-
namic Bayesian Network (DBN). The BLSTM network can ac-
cess long-range context information along both input directions
in order to robustly classify phonemes while the DBN decodes
the phoneme predictions.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architectures have a
great potential to outperform standard RNN approaches with
respect to noise robustness, since the amount of contextual in-
formation a conventional RNN can access in order to improve
phoneme discrimination is limited. The major reason for this is
that the backpropagated error in RNNs either blows up or de-
cays over time. Long Short-Term Memory recurrent neural nets
[7] overcome this problem by using memory cells to store and
access information over longer time periods.
DBNs offer a flexible statistical framework that is increas-
ingly applied to speech recognition tasks [6]. Hybrid or Tan-
dem architectures that combine discriminatively trained neural
networks with Gaussian mixture modeling are widely used for
speech recognition [8, 9]. However, using BLSTM architec-
tures in combination with Markov modeling has so far only
been investigated in two works: in [10] the framewise phoneme
predictions of a BLSTM network were shown to enhance key-
word spotting performance and in [11] Long Short-Term Mem-
ory was exploited for noise modeling.
In this paper we investigate the noise robustness of a hy-
brid BLSTM-DBN model that has been trained on clean data.
Thereby we do not apply any feature enhancement techniques
but focus on evaluating the potential of our model architec-
ture and the obtained performance gain compared to a base-
line HMM recognizer. Thus, this work aims at achieving bet-
ter noise robustness by combining the high-level flexibility of
graphical models with the low-level signal processing power of
BLSTM.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives
an overview over bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory net-
works, Section 3 introduces our hybrid BLSTM-DBN architec-
ture, and Section 4 shows experimental results on the Aurora 2
corpus [12] before concluding in Section 5.
2. Bidirectional LSTM Networks
A major drawback of conventional recurrent neural nets is that
they cannot access long range context since the backpropa-
gated error either blows up or decays over time (vanishing gra-
dient problem [13]). This led to various attempts to address
the problem of vanishing gradients for RNN, including non-
gradient based training, time-delay networks, hierarchical se-
quence compression, and echo state networks [14]. One of
the most effective techniques is the Long Short-Term Memory
architecture [7]. An LSTM layer is composed of recurrently
connected memory blocks, each of which contains one or more
memory cells, along with three multiplicative ‘gate’ units: the
input, output, and forget gates. The gates perform functions
analogous to read, write, and reset operations. More specifi-
cally, the cell input is multiplied by the activation of the input
gate, the cell output by that of the output gate, and the previous
cell values by the forget gate (see Figure 1). The overall effect
is to allow the network to store and retrieve information over
long periods of time, thereby overcoming the vanishing gradi-
ent problem. For example, as long as the input gate remains
closed the activation of the cell will not be overwritten by new
inputs and can therefore be made available to the net much later
in the sequence by opening the output gate.
Another problem with standard RNNs is that they have ac-
cess to past but not future context. This can be overcome by us-
ing bidirectional RNNs [15], where two separate recurrent hid-
den layers scan the input sequences in opposite directions. The
two hidden layers are connected to the same output layer, which
therefore has access to context information in both directions.



































Figure 1: LSTM memory block consisting of one memory cell:
input, output, and forget gate collect activations from inside and
outside the block which control the cell through multiplicative
units (depicted as small circles); input, output, and forget gate
scale input, output, and internal state respectively; ai and ao
denote activation functions; the recurrent connection of fixed
weight 1.0 maintains the internal state
The amount of context information that the network actually
uses is learned during training, and does not have to be speci-
fied beforehand. Figure 2 shows the structure of a simple bidi-
rectional network. Bidirectional networks can be applied when-
ever the sequence processing task is not truly online (meaning
the output is not required after every input) which makes them
popular for speech recognition tasks where the output has to be
present e. g. at the end of a sentence [5].
Combining bidirectional networks with LSTM gives bidi-
rectional LSTM, which has demonstrated outstanding perfor-
mance in many pattern recognition disciplines such as phoneme
recognition [5], keyword spotting [16, 17], handwriting recog-













Figure 2: Structure of a bidirectional network with input i, out-
put o, as well as two hidden layers (hf and hb)
3. Hybrid BLSTM-DBN Architecture
The hybrid BLSTM-DBN decoder applied in this work is de-
picted in Figure 3. The lower, grey-shaded part of the figure
shows the BLSTM layer consisting of an input layer it, an out-
put layer ot, and two hidden layers hft and h
b
t . The upper part of
Figure 3 shows the explicit Dynamic Bayesian Network struc-
ture that is used for decoding the framewise BLSTM output via
Markov modeling. In contrast to implicit graph representations
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Figure 3: Architecture of the Hybrid BLSTM-DBN
ger state to represent all information, the explicit approach [6]
models information such as the current word, the indication of
a word transition, or the position within a word by hidden ran-
dom variables. Such explicit graph representations are advan-
tageous whenever the set of hidden variables has factorization
constraints or consists of multiple hierarchies.
For every time step, the following random variables are de-
fined: wt represents the current word, wpst denotes the position
within the word, wtrt is a binary indicator variable for a word
transition, and st is the hidden state with strt indicating a state
transition. The variable xt denotes the observed acoustic fea-
tures and bt contains the phoneme prediction of the BLSTM
which is used as a discrete observation. The DBN structure in
Figure 3 displays hidden variables as circles and observed vari-
ables as squares. Straight lines represent deterministic condi-
tional probability functions (CPFs) whereas random CPFs cor-
respond to zig-zagged lines. Dotted lines refer to so-called
switching parents which in our case switch between two dif-
ferent CPFs. Note that the bold dashed lines in the BLSTM
layer of Figure 3 do not represent statistical relations but simple
data streams.
For a speech sequence of length T , the DBN structure ex-
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p(wt|wtrt−1, wt−1)f(wpst |strt−1, wpst−1, wtrt−1)
(1)
Thereby p(·) describes random conditional probability
functions and f(·) denotes deterministic CPFs.
The probability of the observed phoneme prediction b1:T
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(2)
whereas the factorization property in Equation 1 can be ex-
ploited to optimally distribute the sums over the hidden vari-
ables into the products, using the junction tree algorithm [21].
The size of the BLSTM input layer it corresponds to the di-
mensionality of the acoustic feature vector xt whereas the vec-
tor ot contains one probability score for each of the P different




(ot,1, ..., ot,j , ..., ot,P ) (3)
The CPFs p(bt|st) and p(strt |st) are learnt during training.
Note that unlike the BLSTM layer, which models phonemes
and therefore outputs phoneme predictions, the DBN layer as
applied in our noisy digit sequence recognition experiment uses
word models that are composed of whole word states. Thus,
the CPF p(bt|st) expresses the probability of a certain phoneme
prediction given a certain whole word state. During training, the
DBN learns typical phoneme confusions that can occur within
the BSLTM layer which makes the system robust with respect to
signal disturbances. Since the phoneme predictions bt are dis-
crete, the conditional probability function p(bt|st) is not mod-
eled by Gaussian mixtures (in contrast to the Aurora HMM ref-
erence system [12]), but by a simple discrete distribution.
The binary variable strt is equal to one whenever there is a
state transition and zero otherwise. A simple deterministic CPF
f(st|wpst , wt) maps from a given position in a word wt to the
corresponding whole word state. Similarly, the word position
can be inferred deterministically via f(wpst |strt−1, wpst−1, wtrt−1).
A word transition occurs whenever strt = 1 and w
ps
t = S pro-
vided that S denotes the number of states of a word. wtrt−1 is
a switching parent of wt, meaning that if no word transition
occurs, wt is equal to wt−1. Otherwise a word bigram which
makes each word equally likely, but assumes a short silence be-
tween two words, is used.
4. Experiments and Results
The experiments presented in this paper were conducted on the
Aurora 2 task [12] which consists of recognizing strings of dig-
its corrupted by different noise types. In conformance with
many other works, we present results for test set A with clean
model training only. Thereby we used exactly the same non-
enhanced features as applied for determining the baseline HMM
results in [12] (39 MFCC features), in order to investigate the
performance gain of replacing the conventional HMM back-end
with the hybrid BLSTM-DBN as introduced in Section 3.
The BLSTM input layer had a size of 39 (one input for each
acoustic feature) and the size of the output layer was 20, cor-
responding to the 19 different phonemes occurring in the En-
glish digits from ‘zero’ to ‘nine’ plus one additional output for
‘silence’. Thereby the BLSTM was trained on forced aligned
framewise phoneme transcriptions. Both hidden LSTM layers
contained 100 memory blocks of one cell each. As a common
means to improve generalization of neural networks, zero mean
Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.6 was added to the in-
puts during training. We used a learning rate of 10−5 and a
momentum of 0.9.
Similar to the baseline recognizer, our DBN consisted of 16
states per word, whereas the silence model was composed of 3
states and an additional one-state short pause model was tied to
the middle state of the silence model. The training of the CPF
p(bt|st) was finished as soon as the log likelihood difference
of the complete training observations fell below a threshold of
0.02 %. To avoid Viterbi paths with zero probability, the CPF
p(bt|st) was floored to 10−5.
SNR Subway Babble Car Exhib. mean
20 dB 92.72 96.33 93.77 91.96 93.70
15 dB 89.16 91.51 89.33 87.44 89.36
10 dB 74.84 78.70 77.02 70.93 75.37
5 dB 60.52 55.65 59.93 56.22 58.08
0 dB 27.69 20.24 24.36 31.23 25.88
mean 68.99 68.49 68.88 67.56 68.48
baseline 69.48 49.88 60.60 65.39 61.34
Table 1: Word accuracies on Aurora 2 (in %), set A: the last two
lines contain the results for the BLSTM-DBN and the baseline
HMM recognizer, respectively (average across 0 dB to 20 dB
conditions)
Table 1 shows the word accuracies of the BLSTM-DBN
system for different SNR conditions. Compared to the baseline
HMM system a significant performance gain can be observed
for three out of four noise conditions. Especially for rather
non-stationary noises, the system profits from BLSTM context:
the ‘Babble’ noise type benefits the most from hybrid BLSTM-
DBN modeling. Here, our system outperforms the HMM by
more than 18 % (absolute). On average we obtain a significant
improvement of 7.1 %.
Surely, better noise robustness could be achieved by also
improving the front-end of the recognition system: feature en-
hancement methods like Switching Linear Dynamic Models
(SLDM) [3] have been proven to be extremely effective in noisy
conditions. Thus, combining feature enhancement with our
novel speech modeling architecture is very likely to prevail over
systems that use the standard HMM back-end after denoising
the speech signal or the acoustic features.
5. Conclusion, Discussion, and Future
Work
This paper investigated the potential of Long Short-Term Mem-
ory networks for noise robust speech recognition. We pro-
posed a novel speech modeling architecture which consists of
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a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory RNN and a Dynamic
Bayesian Network. The task of the BLSTM network is to re-
liably discriminate and predict phonemes while using contex-
tual information along both input directions (forward and back-
ward). The principle of bidirectional information processing
does not necessarily contradict the requirements of an on-line
recognition system, since a short input buffer is often enough to
profit from bidirectional context.
We introduced the explicit graph representation of a Dy-
namic Bayesian Network which is able to decode the BLSTM
phoneme predictions. For the noisy digit sequence recognition
experiment on the Aurora 2 database we combined phoneme
modeling in the BLSTM layer with whole word modeling in the
DBN layer. Thereby the DBN learns the phoneme probabilities
associated with a certain whole word state without using Gaus-
sian mixture modeling. Instead, a discrete distribution captur-
ing pronunciation variants as well as typical BLSTM phoneme
prediction errors or signal disturbances is used.
On the Aurora 2 task our hybrid BLSTM-DBN recognizer
outperforms the baseline HMM by 7.1 % (absolute) on average.
This improvement was obtained by simply replacing the recog-
nizer back-end – without any feature enhancement.
Of course adequate noise robustness can only be obtained
when optimizing the entire recognition process, i. e. signal pre-
processing, feature enhancement, and speech modeling. Thus,
future works should combine signal and feature preprocessing
techniques such as Unsupervised Spectral Subtraction [2], His-
togram Equalization [22], or SLDM [3] with LSTM to achieve
a better overall performance in noisy conditions.
A further interesting approach towards better noise robust-
ness through combined Long Short-Term Memory and Markov
modeling would be to jointly decode speech with LSTM net-
works and HMMs by using techniques for data fusion of po-
tentially asynchronous sequences such as multidimensional dy-
namic time warping [23] or asynchronous Hidden Markov
Models [24].
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